Refinitiv Country, Region and Sector Indices: Designed to leverage Refinitiv’s vast global footprint, this suite of over 5,000 indices covering more than 10,000 stocks in 51 markets helps investors better monitor and understand markets worldwide.

Created by the data and indexing experts at Refinitiv
Built upon years of experience calculating and creating indices, and created in response to customer feedback and requests, this new line of equity indices is designed using an industry-standard, rules-based and transparent calculation methodology.

Track equity markets at any level of desired granularity
Refinitiv Business Classification is the global, comprehensive, industry classification system owned and operated by Refinitiv. Utilizing Refinitiv Business Classification, sector indices help our clients gauge market movements more effectively with up to four levels of granularity available. From Global Basic Materials and Asia Pacific Financials to India Pharmaceuticals and South Africa Precious Metals, track and compare sector trends across global markets.

Weighting, history and currency options to suit your needs
Refinitiv Global Equity Indices are free-float market capitalization weighted. They include large, medium and small cap companies and have history from April 1999. Indices can quickly and affordably be modified to suit your needs. Examples include custom regions, capping strategy, currencies, sectors, index return basis and exclusions, to name a few.

Freely available at Refinitiv desktops
Full index history plus constituent names and weightings are available on Eikon and Datastream® at no additional fee for individual usage.
Refinitiv is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets data and infrastructure, serving over 40,000 institutions in approximately 190 countries. It provides leading data and insights, trading platforms, and open data and technology platforms that connect a thriving global financial markets community – driving performance in trading, investment, wealth management, regulatory compliance, market data management, enterprise risk and fighting financial crime.

Visit refinitiv.com/indices

Email index_queries@refinitiv.com